
This article is de cd to present an exhaustive treatment of the relative-clause 
khan. a North West Caucasian language. After a sketch of the 

rsOevant verbal morphsiec y. examples are adduced to discover if this language 
p~avides any support for rhe so-called Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan and Comrie 
197f). As it transpires *hat there are no restrictions as to which NP may stand as head- 
noun sf a relative clause, Abkhaz provides no immediate support for the Hierarchy. 
In an attempt to divcovet ,,hzt restrictions. if any, manifest themselves in the forma- 
tion of reEatEve clauses, more complex structures are investigated, where the relative 
clause contains both a superordinate and deoendent verb. It is found that, depending 
upon the fstm of she dependent verb, the superordinate verb must also in some cases 
comain a mark of its own ‘relative’ status. An explanation is offered as to why a 
relative affix should appear in the superordinate verb in some circumstances but not 
in others. 

Abkhaz, Circassian and Ubykh form the North West Caucasian 
language-group, ach language allows only one finite verb to appear in 
each sentence. In other words, these languages do not possess subordinate 
clauses, for it is part of the definition of a clause that it should contain a 
tinite verb. Where, in a language of the familiar Indo-European model 
we should expect an adjectival or adverbial limiting clause, a participial 
form of the verb will be employed in the languages of the N.W. Caucasus. 
Before deseribing the special features of the Abkhaz ‘relative participle’, 
it will be necessary to give some idea of the essential characteristics of the 
Abkhaz verb insofar as they are revant to the problem in hand. 

The tirst distinction to be made is that between verbs which describe a 
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state; (stative verbs) and those which do not” (no I-stative verbs). The 
indicative paradigm for stative verbs is extremely simple, there bein 
3~3 tenses - present and past,3 for example: 

s-@lo-up ‘I am standing’+-*+ gala -up’ 
I (root) (present tel se marker of 

statives) 
s-gala-n ‘I was standing’ 
j3-st”’ -tip’ ‘it belongs to me’+-*j’ja-s -t*‘a -up’ 

it to-me (root) 
ja-s-to’54 ‘it belonged to me’ 

From these examples it will be clear that the present tense is formed the 
addition to the root of the formant -up’, whilst the p,.ist tense is pr ted 
by substituting for this the simple -n. 

The non-stative paradigm is more complex, there bl:ing ten tenses in the 
indicative (the examples quoted below are from the ve:b ‘to go’ ~~rti - the 
first person singular in each case): 

Present 
Aorist 
Future I 
Future II 
Perfect 
Imperfect 
Past Indefinite 
Conditional I 
Conditional 11 
Pluperfect 

s-co ril t’+*s-ca-wa_Fil t’4 

s-ceit’+-*s-ca-it’ 
s-ca-p’ 
s-ca-gt’t*s-ca-sa-t’ 
s-ca-x’&it’+-*s-ca-x’a-it’ 
s-con +--*s-ca-wa-n 
s-ca-n 
s-ca-r&n 
s-c&sa-n 
s-ca-x2-n 

These tenses, apart from the Future I, fall into two groups according as 
they are marked by VC’ or -11. The function of these last two elements is 
to make the verb form finite? This leads us on to the second distinction 
important for an understanding of the Abkhaz verbal system - that 
between finite and non-finite verb forms. These non-finite forms are just 
those participial forms of the verb that appear where English would have 
an adjectival or adverbial limiting clause. All the tenses listed above have 
their corresponding non-finite forms. Let us now examine the non-finite 



tions of the above tenses; and for the time being we shall be con- 
nty w&h the post-radical elements. 

“2% which is strictly Past Indefinite) 
” // s=an-~a=r&~ (=ra is a dialectal variant) 

=x’II=u+-*=x”a=u // j-an-c&c 8 
s~a~=~~~~~~=~a=wa=~ 

s=~~=~~=x’~=~ ,, I’ s-an-ea-e:a=z 

the $inite verbs with their non-finite counterparts we can 
rds the post-radical element, a certain pattern emerges, 

formulated roughly as follows: to obtain the non-finite 
htm, remove the finite marker (=Vt’ or =n); add nothing to those tenses 
from which -Vt has been removed, but add =z to those which have lost 
=n. The two main exceptions are the Future I and the Perfect. In the 

uture 1 we have a portmanteau morph in =p’. It marks both futurity and 
finiteness; but if we take the negative form, we shall hate s-ca-r&m, 
where =ra= is the mark of futurity (=m the negative). Allowing for the 
change of vowel, we can account for the form s-an-ca-t4 - that in -1ak” 
remains an anomaly! In the case of the perfect it is the addition of =u that 
is to be explained. At this point we should introduce the three non-finite 
formations of the stat&e verbs: 

Present s-an=g30-uc-” gala-u 
Past s-an-gala-2 
Perfect C ?) s-an=g$la-clQ 

The Past rel laces =n by =z, as happens with non-stative verbs, whilst in the 
present -up’ gives way to =M. This formal parallelism between the Present 
non-finite of stative verbs and the Perfect non-finite of non-stative verbs 
suggests that there may exist a semantic parallelism also. When in English 
we say ‘I have read it’, we are, in a sense, describing my state as a result 
of my act of reading; simitarly in Abkhaz, that s-h =px’a=x’eit’ ‘I-it-read- 
(perfect)’ is not a descriition of a simple act of reading is shown by the 
fact that the verb may n.~ be used with a temporal adverb such as jac;i 
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‘yesterday’. That the Perfect expresses a present state resulting from a past 
action is reflected in the morphology of its non-finite formation, whit 
includes the specifically stative formant -u. 

We may now turn our attention to the pre-radical structure of th 
Abkhaz verb, and here we shall be particularly concerned with 
polypersonalism. Depending upon the meanin of the verb, 
complex may contain personal affixes referring ts the 
object (D) and indirect object (I)? In order to 
patternin’g of these affixes within the complex, we may q 
given in Dumezil(l967 : 29) - where P stands for preverb a 

“1) Without P: class A (intransitive): S-t-R 
B (intransitive): S -+I -r-R 
C (transitive): D-t- S 1 D 

D (transitive): D+I +SJ-;; 
2) With P: - E (intransitive): s +P+R 

F (intransitive): s +I +P+R 
G (transitive): D+P+S+R 
H (transitive): D+I +P+S+R” 

These afixes change according to person and, to a certain extent, acccprdin 
as we ;lli dealing with a rational or irrational being - and a subdivision 
within the rational class is that between male and femalc.*Z Abkhaz is WI 
ergative language, so that the S of an intransitive verb is represented bg 
the same affix that would represent the same person were it functioning as 
D of a transitive verb - the relevant affixes are given in column I below 
Column I1 shows the affixes representing the indirect object, and column III 
those representing the subject of a transitive verb. As Abkhaz has no case= 
system, the relationships contracted by the personal affixes tell us we are 
dealing with an ergative language, and, of course, what role a given noun 
is playing in the sentence. 

I II III 
1 St. person singular s(a) s(a) s/z(a)‘” 

< 

male w(a) w(a) w(a) 
2nd. person singular 

female b(a) b(a) b(a) 
/male j(a) 

3rd. person singular 
/rational d(a), 

j(a) 

lirrational j(a) 
female I(a) I(a) 

(n)a14 
1st. person plural Ma) i(a) lia/ah/aa13 
2nd. person plural so(a) So(a) 5?/i”(a)13 
3rd. person plural j(a) r/d(a)14 r/d(a)14 



scribe the relative-clause forming strategy 
verb into the appropriate non-finite form. If the head- 

nal affix of column I, then replace that 
un co-ordinates with a personal affix from 

ce that afix by z+)). The relative participle 
ly) placed before its head-noun. 
present the results of their study of the 

bout fifty Eanguagtc,. Their research led 
an ’ Aeucssibility Hierarchy’, according 
hy an I\iP position occurs, the easier it 

es to form a relative clause on that NP. The 

Let us see whether Abkhaz blocks the formation of a relative clause of 
any of these positions. 

(a) Subject - intransitive 

(1) Merab d 4 -d3r -weit’ rc’ay% -53 
P.ierab her he knows (Present) teacher (predicative) 

(Finite) (case) 
(Non-stative) 

.P -q’o-w a -piPas 
who is (Present) (article) woman 

(Non-finite) 
(Stative) 

‘Merab knows the woman who is a teacher.’ 
compare: 

(2) a -ph%s rc’ayO3 -s da -q’o-up’ 
(article) woman teacher (predicative) she is (Present) 

(case) (Finite) 
(Stative) 

‘The woman is a teacher.’ 
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(b) Subject - transitive 

(3) a pFi%s da -2 -35 -2 
(article) woman her who killed (Aorist) 

(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

-xWa d -aa t ’ 9 

(aarticle) man he comes -Gtsent) 
{Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘Here comes the man who killed the woman.’ 
compare: 

(4) a-x8c’a a-pA% d -i -3 ..it’ 

her he killed (Aorist) 
(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

“The man killed the woman.’ 

(5) Merab g -Soal 2 q$q)1e a- 
Merab article song who says (article) 

(Present) 
INon-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

-ph”3s d -i -d& -weit’ 
woman her he knows (Present) 

(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

’ Merab knows the woman who is singing.’ 
corn pare: 

(6) a -ph”Ss a -Soa 1 -h”oit’ 
(article) woman (article) song she says 

(Present) 
(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘The woman is singing.* 

(c) Direct object 

(7) MerZlb d -i -d$r -weit’ a- 
Mcrab her he knows (Present) (article) 

(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

-xic’a j -i -ba -z -ph”& 
man whom he saw (Aorist) ;Larticle) woman 

(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘ Merab knows the woman whom the man saw.’ 
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-f%p’3 E 

rticle) book to-whom 
qw da -pl-ddr -weit’ 

$arri&e) Wyman her I know @%xsent) 

(Nan-stative) 
(Finite) 

an to whom Merab 

& -way” Et -k”‘at‘a z -It& 4 43 

era t (a~tbcEc) man (article) chicken which-with he killed 
-z $- 4%&a ja-b&it’ 
~A~~~st~ (arti&) knife he saw (Aorist, Nan-stative, Finite) 
~~~~-~~~te~ 
(~~~-st~t~v~~ 

‘Mcrab saw the knife with which that man killed the chicken.’ 
~~rn~~r~: 

(18) wi 8 -way0 a -A%zba a- 
thaw (artiete) man (articie) knife (article} 
-k%t% B-fe -i -5 -it’ 
&i&en it-with he killed (Aorist) 

(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

slice, however, that there exists another possibility of saying ‘that man 
lied the chicken with the knife’, although it is judged to be not qu,te as 
od as the formutation just given - it is: 

(I I) wi %-way” (a) -h%zbB-la a-k%‘3 ja -% -it’ 
(article) knife with he killed 

This structure, as it stands, cannot form the basis of a relative clause, 
since the verb lacks any afhx referring to ‘knife’ which may be replaced 
by one of the two rel.ativising particles, which, according to the rule given 
above, are essential components of the relative-clause forming strategy. 
4r;r is the instrumental morph. 

(e) (ii) Benefactive 

(12) liar& d -aa-d3r -weit’ a- -ph%s a 
we him we know (Present) (article) woman (article) 

(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 
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-xarp z -zS -la- -dz”dzoa-z -way$a) 
shirt whom-for she washed (Aorist) Tarticle) man 

(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘We know the man for whom the woman washed a shirt.’ 
compare: 

(13) a -pIi”& wi a -way0 a- -xLp ja 4 -I@ ~dz~dz~~~~~ 
(article) woman that (article) man (article) shirt him-for she wagged 
‘The woman washed a shirt for that man.’ 

Once again there exists an alternative, judged not as ood as the 8 
whereby the benefactive phrase is isolated from the verbal complex: 

(14) a-ph’as wi a-way05 ja -z5 a-xarp la-dz”dzoeit’ 
him-for 

Once again this non-incorporated form cannot be the basis, as it stands, 
for a relative clause. 

(e) (iii) Locative 

(15) sari ja- z-bbit’ Merhb a -iTi z -k” -1 
I it I see Merab (article) bread which-on he 

(Present) 
(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

-c’a - z II z- -C'& -i -c’a-z alS”il 
put (Aorist) which -under he put (Aorist) table 

(Non-finite) (Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) (Non-stative) 

‘I see the table on//under which Merab put the bread.’ 
compare 

(16) 

Merab a- za aig'a j3-k"-i- c'eit' L- c'ed8 

Merab (article) bread_ table>t on he put it under he put 
(Aorist) 
(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

(e) (iv) Accompaniment 

(17) wart da -r -beit’ Merab a- -kO’at’b 
they him they saw Merab (article) chicken 

(Aorist) 
(Non-stative) 
(Finite) 
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‘with’ cannot appear outside the 
be only one finite clause which is 

h he state (Aorisr, Finite, X~~ative) 
stoIe the chicken with that man.’ 

-x -coat% -2: 

Mcrab be whom-alit was-talking (Imperfect) 
(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

a -waya d -aa -W&it’ 

* @wticlel mm he COmeS (Present) 

(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘The man about whom Merab was talking is coming.’ 
cf. 

(20) Mcr&b wi a -way0 d 4 -x- 
Metab that (article) man he him -about 
-c” ZWO -n 
was-talking (Finite, Imperfect, Non-stative) 

’ Merab was talking about that man.’ 

(vi) Attribution 

(21) Merbb waso’ak’ ja- x -g5 -m 
Merab so his haed it it lacks not 

(SC. (Finite) 
brains) (Stative) 

(Present) 
wi a -pti%s d -@ -la- -px’adzo eir%J 
that (article) woman him how/as she considers (Present) like/as 

(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘ Merab is not 
the stupid person that woman considers him to be.’ 
so stupid as that woman considers him to be.’ 

-@- is the relative adverb of manner ; its position within the verbal complex 
is always immediately behind the personal affix of column I - cf. below 
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for the relative particles of place, time, and reason, which occur in the 
same position (vis-A-vis the verbal complex) as -s(a)-. That -&+ is a 
relative adverbial particle clearly shows that, whilst it is possible to 
convey naturally in Abkhaz the sense of the English relative whose 
noun is functioning as the attributive oblique case (in the sense of t 
first English equivalent - ‘. . . the stupid person that woman considers 
to be”), this is only possible by selecting a structure that is 
to the second English equivalent (i.e. ‘. . . so stupid as that woman cons~ 
him to be’). This is necessitated by what appears to be the on1 
on the formation of relative structures in Abkhaz, namely that the 
to be relativized must have correlating with it a personal afix within the 
verbal complex (but cf. immediately below (26) - (3 1) for three excc~tio~s~~ 
that the predicative (attributive) case has no such marker in the verbal 
complex may be seen from the sentence containing gadA-.r below. This 
illustration of the use of +(a)- is included here for the sake of completen 
The Abkhaz for ‘Merab is stupid’ will be: 

(22) Merib ja-x5 j&g-up’ (Present, IFinite, Stative) 

And for ‘the woman considers Merab a fool’ we shall have: 

(23) a-pR% Merib gad&-s d- la -px’adzbit’ 
fool (predicative him she considers 

case) 
Or 

(24) a-pli% MerAb z LYg -x3 .l -g- 
whose head it to-it is- 

(SC. brains) 
-u way”3 -s d-la-px’adzbit’ 
lacking man (Predicative case) 
(Present) 
(Static) 
(Non-finite) 

(literally:) ‘The woman considers Merab (as) a man to whose head it (SC. intelligence) 
is lacking ’ 

This last alternative forms the basis of another way of expressing the 
sentence given above, the first part of which would read thus: 

(25) Merib wasq%k z-xa j-A-g-u way%m . . . 
man is not (Present, 

Stative, 
Negative, 
Finite) 



II be as given above,lQ (cf. 21). 
ree cases (relatives expressing time, senient i al location 

d at this point because it is convenient 
ative adverb of manner, just examined, 

ents occupy the same place within the verbal 
nts occur only with non-finite verb forms, 

neral rute concerning the use of the replace- 
) insofar as these affixes do not occur 
as the exponents with which we are 

ns of rel~t~v~s~ng cn NP’s whose function is not 
- +(a)- stands apart in any case, 

not with an NP. 

-kalak’ an3 -n 4 da- 
Mmb (treacle) 6swn when (preverb) he left 

:Aorir;t) 
a -mS x0&a -n 
(article) day Friday was 

(Past) 
(Mm-smative) (Finite) 

(Stative) 

‘Friday was the day*O Merab left the town’. 

ultra is the relative particle of time. ‘Merab left the town on Friday’ will 
be: 

(27) Merab a -X%$am n -j -2 -it’ 
(article) on (Preverb) he left (Aorist, Finite, Non-St dive) 

Smtetrtial Lomiive 

(28) sad ja-z-bbit’ Mer&b d -ax’s -n- 
I it I see Merab he where (preverb) 

(Present) 
(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

“Xb a -y0n3fl a -kbta 
lives (article) house (article) village 
(Present) 
(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘I see the where Merab lives’. 
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a~‘ral- is the relative particle of place. By adding to this the post-positions 
meaning ‘ from ’ and ‘ upto ‘, we shall obtain the particles meaning ‘whence’ 

and ‘ whither’ respectively, for example : 

(29) sarh ja-z-bbit’ Merib d -ax’Qnt”’ -aa- -wa a-k3ta 
he whence comes (Present) 

(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘I see the village whence Merab is coming.’ 

(30) sari ja-z-bbit’ Me&b d -ax’Andza-co a-k&a 
he whither goes 

(Present) 
(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘I see the village whither Merab is going.’ 

Sen tert tial Reasorl 

(31) wi 2% -q’a -s-c’0 il- -mzaz wa -d$r -weit’ 
it why (preverb) I do (article) reason you know (Present) 

(Present) (Finite) 
(Non-finite) (Non-stativc) 
(Non-stative) 

‘You know the reason why I am doing it *.a1 

oral- is the relative particle of reason. 

(f) Genitive 
I.f we compare the possessive affixes that appear on nouns with the verbal 

personal affixes of columns II and 1111 we shall see that they are identical, 
cf. : 

Possessive Prefixes 

1 st. person 

2nd. person 
< 

male 

female 

/male rat. 
3rd. person-female rat. 

\irrational 

Sirlgular Phral 

s(a)- Ma)- 

da)- 

I 
So(a)- 

b(a)- 

X3)- 
W 

1 
r(a)- 

a- 



Just as the u&al persona1 affixes of columns II and 11% are replaced by 
eir referent be the head-noun of the clause iii which the 
so the possessive affixes are likewise replaced by z(a) under 

races, for example : 

3 * r -weit 23 -k%‘b 

er I knmv (Presmtj whose chicken 
(~~~ite~ 
(Non-stative) 

-ph”bs 
@r&e) woman 

(~~~-~~ite) 
~~~~~~t~tive~ 

‘I know the ~~rn~~ whose chicken Merab stole.’ 
@‘at “4 ’ her chicken ’ 

r&f’ -u ja -bz 
his language 

(Non-finite) 
(Stat&e) 

dQ -xait’ 
cat becomes (Present, Finite, Non-stative) 

‘The language of him whose strength is small waxes great.’ cf. Q-m2 ‘his strength’ 

The following example illustrates that the same substitution of relative 
L- for rhe possessive prefix oc‘curs even when the relative clause is formed 
on the subordinate verb’s subject - in other words, no matter what the 
role of the head-noun withirr the subordinate clause, if that head-noun 
incidentally enters into a possessive relationship within the subordinate 
clause, its possessive prefix will be replaced by z-. 

(341 z -an jo -15 -ca -m -naqO’a-z 
whose mother who her-with not went (Aorist) 

(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

ft -c’k@‘an ja -c’ara d -a -g- -xeit’ 
article boy his lesson k\e it (prcverb) reached late 

(Aorist) 
(Finite) 
(Non-siati--e) 

‘The boy who (j+) did not :go with his (z-) mother was late for his lesson.’ 
cf. 

(35) a -E’k”‘an j -an d -12~ -ca- -m -naq@e-it’ 
the boy his mother he her with not went 
‘The boy did not go with Itis mother.’ 
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(g) Object of comparison 

For thz sentence ‘The woman is taller than the man’ Abkhaz pr~~~n~~ 
us with a choice of four possibilities, namely: 

(36a) a -ph”As a-xic’a d 4 -eiM -up’ 
the-woman the-man she him big(ger) is (Present, Finite, 

(36b) a -pIi”% a-xac’a j -ac’k”as d- 
the-woman the-man him more (than) she 
-harak’-up 
tall is (Present, Finite, Stative) 

(36~) a -ph”As a-xac’a j -WC” as d -eiRA-up’ 
the-woman the-man him more (than) she big is 

(36d) a -pIi”& a-xac’a j -eiAa d -Rarak’ -up 
the-womar the-man him more (than) she tall is 

Thus we expect, and find, four possibilities for the sentence ‘I saw the 
woman who is taller than the man’ (where the head-noun is subject 
subordinate clause) namely : 

(37a) sat% da -z-beit’ a -xAc’a j 4 -eihh- 
I her I saw the-man who him big(ger) 
-u a -pA%s 
is (Present, Stative, Non-finite) the-woman 

(37b) sari da -z-beit’ a -xac’a j -ac’k”as ja 
I her I saw the-man him more (than) who 
-harak’-h a -ph”k 
tail is (Present, Stative, Non-finite) the-woman 

(37~) sara. da -z-b&t’ a -xac’a j -ac’k”as j- eiA8-u a -ph% 
I her I saw the-man him more (thanjwho big is the-woman 

(37d) sari d:, -z-b&it’ a -xAc’a j -eiRa ja -Rarak’-ii 
I her I saw the-man him more (than) who tall is 

and finally, where the head-noun is object of comparison, for ‘1 saw the 
man whom the woman is taller than’ we have: 

(38a) sari da -z-beit’ a -ph% d -z -eiM -u a- xhc‘a 
I him I saw the-woman she whom big(ger) is the the-man 

(38b) sat-a da -z-beit’ a -ph% z 4c’k”as 
I him ! saw the-woman whom more(than) 
d -harak’-u a- xac’a 
she tall is the-man 

(38~) sara da -z-b&t a -ph% z -ac’k”as 
I him I saw the-woman whom more(than) 
d -eiha-u a- xac’a 
she big is the-man 
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qsw tiati da -z- it’ a -ph”&3 z -ma 
I him 1 saw the- man whom mure (than) 
d - Z&r&‘-Q a- x&e’ 
she tall is the-man 

corn~~r~d are of equal dimensions, three 
us, only one of which leads to difficulties. ‘The man 

ar as any of the following: 

nt, Finite, Stative) 

is 

ve as our base we can produce three entirely regular alter- 
sentence ‘I saw the man who is as big as the woman’, with 

the relative formed on the subject: 

(4th) sar& da -2-b&’ a -ptV%s ja -1 -aQ’aro- 
I him 1 saw the-woman who her as-big-as 
-u a -xAc’a 
is (Present, Stative, Non-finite)the-man 

b) sar& da -z-b&it’ a ph%s I -8q’ara ja- -Aarak’-ti a -xAc’a 
1 him 1 saw the-woman her as-big-as who tall is the-man 

(S&S, sar& da -z-b&it’ a -ph%s I -eip~ ja- Rarak’-h a -xAc’a 
1 him I saw the-woman her like/as who tall is the-man 

Whilst the final group of sentences, with the relative formed on the object 
of comparison, are as ugly as the English ori inal (and, thus, tend to be 
avoided), only the second of the three was judged to be ‘probably un- 
acceptable’. ‘1 saw the man whom the woman is as big as’ will be: 

(41a) sar% da -z-b&it’ aph%s d -z aq”ar& -u a -xAc’a 
1 him I saw the-woman she whom as-big-as is the-man 

@lb) sari da -z-b&it’ sph%s (* ?) z -ky’a‘a d -harak’-ti a -xSa 
1 him 1 saw the-woman whom a<-big-as she tall is the-man 

(41~) sara da -z&St aph%s z -eipS d Rarak’-ti a -xUa 
I him 1 saw the-woman whom like/as she iall is the-man 

The material presented above demonstrates that Abkhaz has the facility 
of forming, in a completely straightforward and regular manner, relative 
clauses (or perhaps we should rather say ‘phrases’, given the absence of a 
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finite verb) for all the NP positions included within the Keenan-C 
Accessibility Hierarchy, with the exception of the Attributive sub-h 
of Oblique. AbEthaL, therefore, provides evidence neither in sup 
nor against, the Hierarchy. 

T?.e question naturally arises as to what, if any, are the restrictions i 

Abki;az regarding its capacity for forming its relative 
of the polypersonal nature of the verbal complex (to 
incorporation within that complex of postpositional elements) has alre 
been seen; it may thus be surmised that the more 
appearing within the verbal complex, the more dificu 
formation of relative phrases. Let us examine some more c 
forms than those yet encountered with a view to disc 
limitations. 

Certain preradical elements require the presence of a possessive prefix - 
such, for example, are the reflexive -&)- and the so-called ’ determifier ’ 

(Dumkzil 1967: 21) -s’“(a)-, used for putting on or taking off clothes. The 
former will always, and the latter occasionally, appear where its own 
possessive prefix is co-referential with that of the verb’s subject (or indirect 
object, if the verb happens to contain the causative morph -r-)? In su;h 
cases, &hen a relative is formed on the subject, the corresponding posses- 
sive prefix will show the expected change, for example: 

(42) ja -x&p ja -So -1 -c’eit’ 
his shirt his person (‘I) he put on 
‘He put on his shirt.’ 

==-(43) z -xarp z -Pd -z -c’o- 2 
whose shirt whose per:.on who put on (Imperfect) 

(Non-finite) 
a -xitc’a da -z-t&t 
the man him 1 saw 
‘I saw the man who was putting on his shirt.’ 

A tripersonal intransitive verb presents no problems with regard to the 
construction under examination, for example: 

(44) d -wa -z -1 -k”-zc”oit’ 
he you-for him-onspits 
‘He spits on him for you.’ 

From rhis we shall obtain the following: 

(45) ja .-wa -z -i -k’-‘-zc”o a -way03 
who you-for him-onspits the-man 
‘the man who spits on him for you’ 
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4 -lc?-EE2QO a -way% 
-br him-anspits the-man 
for whom he spits on him’ 

-2. .kQ”Z-CQQ a -way”3 
-fW whom*n spits the-man 

wh~~rn he s~iQ% hr you” 

ical ~~~~e~t af accompaniment the first opportunity of 
nal a%xes is seized, as shown in the fourth sentence 

Verbs c~~~taining four personal affixes are not common in Abkhaz, but 
they ~~~re~t~y form their anticipated relatives regularly and Y4th ea.se; 
witness the case oT’ the following transitive verb: 

(52) d -wa -z 4 -kO(a)-s-x -weit’ 
him you-for him-off I raise 

*(X3) ja -wa -z -1 -k”a-s-x -wa a -xWa 
whom you-for him off I raise the-man 

‘the man whom I raise off him for you’ 
(54) d(a)-za -z -i -k”a-s-x -wa a -xAc’a 

him whom-for him-off I raise the-man 

‘the man for whom I lift him off him’ 
(55) d -wa -2 -23 -k”a-s-x -wa a -xiIc’a 

him you-for whom-&T 1 raise the-man 
‘the man off whom 1 raise him for you’ 

Something interesting does, however, occur when we form the causative 
of this four-person verb. From the remark made above about the avoidance 
in Abkhaz of ever! four-person verbs we would expect, and find, that the 
usual morphological causative, produced by infixing -r- before the root 
(see Gecadze and Nedjalkov 1969), gives way to an analytic construction 
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involving a finite form of the verb ‘to do/make’ plus the so-called ‘purpose- 
conditional’ non-finite form of the verb whose causative we wish to pro- 
duce. ‘I make her lift him off him for you’ will be: 

(56) 

I 

da- wa- z- I- k"a-l- xa- rt*' 

him you-for him-off she lift (pUrpOse- 1t (prev.1 1 make/do it 
conditional) ~~~~~e~t~ 

(Frniter 
(Non-statlveB 

l- z&-r- q'a- c'oit' 

her I cause (prev.) make/do 
(Present) 
(Finite) 
(Non-stative) 

We see from the above that a choice is open to us regardin the farm of the 
main verb - we may use either the simple verb ‘I do it* or the causative 
form ‘1 cause (her) to do it’, in which case the subject of the subordinate 
verb is repeated in the main verb. In both cases the initial&- refers to the 
main verb’s direct object, that is, the preceding, non-finite subordimte 
verb, and, in accordance with the principle expressed in note 16, it may 
disappear (hence its enclosure in brackets). We now have t”lve persons 
involved in the complex. Given the artificial nature of our original four- 
person verb, it is perhaps not surprising that a request for the full com- 
plement of relatives on the resulting causative caused my informant 
considerable discomfort! In only one case was there a clear, unwavering 
judgement, and this was where the relative is formed on the subject/agent 
of the main verb, producing the following two alternatives: 

In an attempt, therefore, to discover whether the possibility does exist of 
forming a relative on an NP within the subordinate expression, recourse 
was had to the more natural, three-person verb irtara ‘to give’. Even here 
judgements were not elicited with the ease expected, the clearest results 
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main verb is ‘to want’. With this as the intro- 
inate verb, while still appearing in the so-called 

er displays the form shown above but 

These last three sentences present a rather interesting phenomenon - the . _ 
personal affix standing within the non-finite verbal complex and correlating 
with the NP relativized manifests the expect6 d change to j+ or -z-, de- 
pending on the syntactic role played by their referents within the clause, 
but the main verb no longer contains an optionally deletable third person 
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singular, irrational personal affix correlating with the precedi 
ordinate clause. The first elemen; of the main verb may not 
omitted, for such an omission results in ungrammaticalit:?, 
maticality is the result because this j+ has become the relative 
which substitutes for a person affix of column I, an 
refer to the head-noun of the relative clause, be 
noun in its own clause subject, direct object or indirect 
see that a relative may not be formed on an NP from with 
clause, unless we first contrive to introduce into the afixal c 
the main verb a marker of the NP in question. This process of raisin 
impos::,; a restriction on exactly how much of the material from the 
subordinate clause may appear within the verbal caonglex of the main 
clause. Only the N or NP immediately involved in the process of ~~~~tivi~~- 
tion will be affected; no postpositional element indicating the fanctian or” 
this NP within the subordinate clause may take part in the raising to 
produce anything like the English ‘He to rdmr I require that the girl send 
the photos’. This restriction exists because the NP thus raised may only 
function as the su’5ject or direct object of the main verb (see notes 23 and 
24), insofar as it replaces the 3rd person singular, irrational tlftix, which 
refers to the subordinate clause as a whole. This restriction becomes 
clearer if we use :IS a11 example one of the troublesome structures earlier 
rejected in favour of something less complex - cf.: 

whom whom wham 

‘the man off whom i make her lift him for you . ..' 

We do not find within the main verb the sequence -X-X”+ rcpcatcd. 
Comparing the end products (i.e. sentences !%iii-v) with the st; rting-point 
(i.e. sentence 58i), we must assume that at some stage in the derivation the 
main verb will have substituted for the 3rd person singular, irrational 
affix, correlating with the preceding subordinate clause, that afix of column 
I appropriate to the NP which will eventually be relativized.23 The question 
now to be asked is whether this stage is actually attested as a surface 
structure within Abkhaz. The answer is ‘yes, in part, but even then only 
rarely’. The sentences expected are set out below together with the judge- 
ments about them: 
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e same pattern emerges as that shown above when we try to form the 
eausAve of the verb ‘to give’. I quote only one of the sentences, since it 

ossibility we do not find when the introductory verb is ‘to 
want’. 1 refer to the case where the introductory verb is itself given its 
m~rph~~og~~a~ causative form, for now the subject of the subordinate 
verb appears duplicated as the indirect object of this main verb.24 When 
the relative is formed on the subject of the subordinate verb, we obtain: 

q’a- \ s-c’6 // (pa-)z- G-r- q’a- 

tprev.) I make it whom I cause (prev.) 

‘she whom I get to give him TV you . ..I 

It will be seen that, where the main verb already contains an affix referring 
to the NP on which the relative is formed,25 this is replaced by the appro- 
priate relative particle leaving the 3rd person singular, irrational affix to 
function normally as the indicator of the entire subordinate clause. 
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However, the more one looks into relativization in sentences inc 
porating such a subordinate verb, the more the regularity of the 
suggested above seems to become disturbed. For instance, if the su 
ordinate verb is the ‘purpose-conditional’, its a 
remain unaltered, as long as the introductory verb ~~~t~~ns a ~~~~t~~ 

affix to link the whole subordinate expression to the head-n 

alternative may be illustrated by comparing the followin 
with example (63) and with examples (5Siii) - (58~): 

(64) d -b3 -1 -ta -rc ja -s-tax- -u a -way% 
him to-you she give whorml I want (Non-finite) the man 
‘the man whom I want her to give to you . ..’ 

(65) d-b3-I-ta-rc j&s-tax-u bara 
You 

‘you to whom I want her to give him ?;a’ 
(66) d-b&l-ta-rc j&s-tax-u larA26 

she 
‘she whom I want to give him to you . ..’ 

(67) d-b&l-ta-W ja -$a -s-c’b lara 
whom (preverb) I make (Non-finite) she 

‘she whom I get to give him to you . ..’ 

The ‘purpose-conditional’ is not the only form taken by the verb in such a 
subordinate role; the dependents of Mu-ga-ra ‘to begin’ also appear in 
the infinitive and the non-finite form of the present tense. The introductory 
verb itself differs from the two we have seen so far in that, whilst for 
a-ra~>-x~a-ra ‘to want’ the affix correlating with the subordinate verb is 
subject of the introductory verb, and whilst in the case of the analytic 
causative this affix is direct object of the introdr1ctory verb, ci-kr-ga-ra is 
intransitive and thus takes an indirect object-affix to refer to its dependent 
verb,27 for example : 

(68) a -ph% a -ca-ra /I da -cl, 
the woman to-go (infinitive) she g(, (Non-finite) 
1,’ d -ca-rc d -A -la-ge -it’ 

she go (purp. -condit.) she it ‘move into’ (Finite) 
=‘begin’ 

‘The woman began to go’ 

Before proceeding to examine the range of relative expressions for the 
verb ci-la-ga-ra, it should be mentioned that in each case a preference was 
shown for the infinitive as exponent of the dependent verb; the variants 
incorporating the ‘purpose-conditional’ and the non-finite present were 



e less common and more difficult to produce. Let us begin, 
e relative of the sentence above, i.e. ‘the woman who began 

,:I jz2--eh-rc , j 
) 

-ii- -1a -g;a -2 a- pPl% 
) da-d-rc, who it having-begun the woman 

% all the cbccurrenees of cb- give way to the .appropriate 
+ (with e/2?- retained as an alternative in the ‘purpose- 

s the ~~~~it~v~ contains no affix, no change takes place 
e ~~~-~~~te present with Ctn- retained (C&PC@ was judged 

ent verb is transitive and the head-noun of the 
:rb’c subject+ we wou!d expect to see the dependent 

rcpEaced by z(a)-, with d- of the introductory verb 
in favour of j-. This expectation is fulfilled in the 

s~~te~~~ ‘the woman who began to drink the wine . ..‘. 

m a .y”$ h . 10 -ra ,I:’ z _f”_ 

the dine its drink(ing) who drink 
-wa -h -la -ga -2 a -pIi% 

(Nun-finite) la-2%rc who it having-begun the woman 
she 

In Abkhaz the infinitive and verbal noun (masdar) are one and the same. 
Here b-.?+a begins not with the articular a- but with the third person 

ular irrational possessive affix, correlating with a-J+‘>; the phrase is to 
be literally translated as ‘the wine its dri king’ (= ‘the drinking of the 
wine’). ‘The above series of relatives may be compared with the following, 
which means ‘the woman began to drink the wine’: 

(71) a-ph”Ss a-y”3 ii-i”-rit ,:) la -i%rc ,” I-lo-wa -A-la-ge-it’. 
she she 

To illustrate the relativization on a direct object we have chosen the 
sentence ‘the woman began to see the man’, for example: 

(72) a-ph% a -xac’a ja -ba 41 !I da -1 -bb // da 
the man his see(ing) him she see him 

-I -bA -rc d 4 -la-ge-it’ 
she see she it began 
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From this is produced the relative ‘the man whom the woman be 
see . ..‘. thus: 

(73a) a-ph% z-ba-rii d-A-la-ga-z a-x8c’a 
(73b) a-ph% je-I-b&rc da-z-la-g&-z a-x&% 

da-l-bA-rc > 
(73~) a-pFfas ja-l-bb da-z-la-g&z a-xtic’a 

( ?)d-A-la-ga-z > 

We observe that, where we have the masdar with the rel 
possessive prefix attached, no further relative affix app 
ductory verb, whilst in the remaining instances, regard 
relative affix is used in the subordinate verb, the afix -cl-, whose true 

referent is the subordinate expression as a whole, yields its place to the 
relative affix correlating with the head-noun a-xric’a, which is actual!y the 
direct object of the subordinate verb. This is what we would expect on the 

basis ot q_&ier evidence. Notice, however, that cl-pi-lqpz seems possible 
in conjunction with ja-l-b& even though d,+&-g&z is preferred. 

Abkhaz treats as intransitive certain verbs which in English are tran- 
sitive. Such verbs, in their finite forms, will have an affix of column I to 

mark their subjects plus an affix from column II to mark their indirect 
objects. Two such verbs are &~s’N-RI ‘to read’ and b-s-~ ‘to hit l . ‘ 

woman began to read the book’ may be translated as: 

(74) a-pIi”& a -5”q”‘a h -px’a-ra /I 
the book (to) it read 

{ its 
d -B -px’a-rc ,V d -a-px’b d-A-la-ge-it’ 
she it read she it readtins) 

From this are derived the following variants for “the book which the 
woman began to read . ..‘. 

(75a) a-ph% Cpx’a-ra a-Pq”‘A 
(75b) a-ph”3s d-za-px’&rc 

> 

da+la-&z a-S”q”‘8 
d-A-px’a-rc 

(7%) a-ph5s d-za-px’b de-z-la g&z a-Pq”‘a 
( ?)d-Ma-ga-z > 

The range of choices for ir-s-ra follows that just gil,,en for ir-px’a-ru, as may 
here be seen: 
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-xik’a j3 
(to) him‘shit 

-ta ,I d 4 
she him 

his 
4 -s -wa d -li-la-ge-it’ 
him hit she 

an to hit . . .’ will be: 

e set of passibilities manifests itse1.f for the indirect object of the 
‘The woman began to give the book to the man’ 

reads as fok~ws: 

(78) a-pA”dS a-xho’a a-S”q”‘j j$ -ta- 4-a i;’ j22 
to-him give to-him 

-I -ta-cc ,’ $3 -I- 40 d-A-la-ge-it’ 
she to-him she 

From this we derive ‘the man to whom the woman began to give the 
book ..a* as follovis : 

(79a) a-ph% at-SQq”‘$ za -ta-ra d-h-la-ga-z a-x&c’a 
to-whom 

(7%) a-ph%s A-S”q”‘3 za-I-tbrc 
> 

da-z-ta-g&-z a-xAc’a 
ja-l-tbrc 

(79~) a-ph%s a-Yq”‘3 za-Mb . da-z-la-&z a-xk’a 
d-A-la-ga-z > 

What IOSSC patter,ning has emerged *bus far becomes even looser when 
we add to th: dependent verb a postpositional element (e.g. -z- ‘for’, and 
-P- ’ from ‘, -JI- ’ by ‘, -c- ‘with’), which itself governs an affix of column II. 
Our first example with an intransitive subordinate verb is ‘the woman 
began to sneak away from me’ : 

(80) a-pIi% sa-co -ca-r8 ;:i d -sa-co-c&c I/ 
me-from go she 

da -~a-co& d -A-la-ge-it’ 
she she 
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When we relativize on the subject, the choice is now open to us to use or 
not the appropriate form of the relative affix where the dependent verb 
takes the form of the non-finite present, for example: 

(8 I a) sa-co-ca-r& j-A-la-ga-2 a-pli*% 
who 

(81 b) ja-sa-co-c8-ra j-8-la-ga-2 a-pWQs 
da-sa-c%i-ra > 

(8 lc) ja-sa-co& 
> 

j-A-la-ga-2 a-ph*& 
da-sa-co-& 
‘the woman who began to sneak alslay from me ..*’ 

A relative clause formed on the ‘postpositional object’ necessitates the 
use of the appropriate relative affix in the dependent verb whilst, th 
introducing the ‘purpose conditional’ of the non-finite present may OP 
may not show the relative affix, for example: 

(82a) a-pR% za-co-ca-r8 d-&-la-ga-z sara 
(82b) a-ph% da-za-co-c&rc d-A-la-ga-z 

> 
sara 

da-z-la-gA-z 
(82~) a-ph% da-za-co& d-i+la-ga-z sar& 

> da-z-la-gi-z 
‘I from ?vhom the woman began to sneak away . ..’ 

An example where the subordinate verb is transitive will be the suntcnee: 
“The man began to carry the woman for me’, for example: 

(83) a -xiic’a a-pR% da -sa-z -1 -ga- 
the man her me-for he carry 
-rc ,j’ da-sa-z-i-go d -ri -la-ge-it’za 

he it 

Relativizing on the postpositional object gives the same set of alternates 
just set out for the intransitive verb ‘to sneak away from me’. The same 
correspondence is found when we relativize on the subject of the expres- 
sion. This leaves the direct object, and the possibilities here are as follows 
for the sentence ‘the woman whom the man began to carry for me . ..‘. 

(84a) a-xric’a da-sa-z-i-ga-rc da-z-la-gA-z a-ph% 
ja-9-5I-ga-rc > 

(84b) a-x;ic’a da-sa-z-i-go? 
j 

da-z-la-g&z a-ph%s 
ja-sa-z-i-go 

From this it is clear that the option now obtains of not introducing the 
relative affix into the dependent verb when this appears in the non-finite 



reserst. FCN bMh t s of dependent verb the introductory verb takes the 
indirect object of the verbs &px’a-ra and 

-S-F@, whilst the introductory verb must contain the relative affix, the 
nnot. fn addition, the masdar is possible for li-px’a-ra 
The ~~~~~~~~s illustrated mean: ‘the book which the 

and ‘the man whom the woman began to 

-sa-rc da -%- -la-&i! a-xk’a 
to) him hit she whom 
3 -z -[a-g&-z a-xk’a 

Finally in this section dealing wit? the replacement of an affix in the 
introductory verb by a relative affix endowed with a completely different 
function from that of the a%x replaced let us glance at some examples 
~ncorp~r~t~ng the verb ii-dzb-ra ‘to decide’. As may be seen below, this 

overns not only the masdar and the non-finite present but also a 
further two variants of the ‘purpose conditional’, which are quite plainly 
formed from the non-finite future I plus, in the first case, the particle +a, 
which, amongst other functions (see Lomtatidze 1948:4), marks the 
‘ahsolutive’ form of the verb (this being equivalent in sense to the English 
perfect participle), and, in the second case, the post-positional element 
-:a ‘for’. ‘The woman decided to see the man’ ha, four equivalents in 
Abkhaz, for example: 

($7) a-pR”2s a-xfic’a ja- ba -A II da -I- 
his see(ing) (mas&,r) him she 

-ba-rc !/ d--A-ba-ra-n3 // da-I-ba-r? 23 Is- ,-dzb -it’ 
she decide (finite) 

The main verb above contains only a column III subject-affix, la-, the 
column I direct object-afix, ja-, having disappeared because its referent 
immediately precedes the main verb. In the following examples we shall 
be interested in the appearance or otherwis.: of the corresponding (and 
homonymous) relative affix, j+. Because the sentences with the masdar 
and non-finite present do not deviate from the patterns already observed 
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above, we shall quote only the possibilities for the two new manifestati 
of the ‘purpose-conditional ’ - in fact, only in the case of the third s~~t~~~% 
is the form in -za to be seen. Firstly, ‘the woman who decided to see the 
man . ..‘. 

(88) a-xk’a da -z 

him who see him she see 

As expected, the introductory verb contains only the one r~lati~ 
which replaces the column III subject-affix, la-. The above sen 
us only one other possibility for a relative clause, and that 
whom the woman decided to see . . .’ : 

(89) a-ph%s da -1 -ba -ra-n3 ,I,’ j5 -1 -ba 
him she see whom she see 

-ra-n5 j3 -la -dzba -z a-xk’a 
whom she having-decided 

The introductory verb must of necessity contain the relative affix, j+, 
correlating with the head-noun a-sdc’a. In order to examine the pos- 
sibilities when the head-noun is indirect object of the dependent verb we 
have selected the sentence ‘the book which the woman decided to read . ..‘. 

(90) a-ph% d -za -px’a-ra-n3 1) d- -a 
she (to) which read she (to) it 

-px’a-ra-n3 II d-a-px’a-ra-z3 j3 -la- -dzba -z a-Sgqo’!, 
read which she having-decided 

Here again the rclativeja- is essential in the introductory verb. 
We are now in a position to try and evaluate the evidence amassed so 

far. The most straightforward case is that where the dependent verb goes 
into the infinitive-masdar, which is, as we noted above, the most popular 
mode of expression where it exists as one of the possible choices. Where 
the masdar contains an affix correlating with the head-noun, this affix 
will always be replaced by the appropriate form of the relative affix, and 
this will always be z(a)-; the introductory verb will show a relative affix 
only if it contains an affix which, in its own right, exclusively refers to the 
head-noun. This is what one would expect, given that an expression 
consisting of introductory verb plus dependent verbal noun does not 
require an analysis which would assign to it ati internal sentence-boundary 



ver which relativ~raisi would apply. Not surprisingly nothing ex- 
e of a relative being formed on a purpose- 
ed by means of the infinitive (simple or plus 
far’); the main verb will, of course, contain 
~s~~~~~use itself, for example : 

1% -3 4ih (-A) s-a& -it’ 
kitlin~ (infinitive) (for) I come (finite) 

tive we are ~nt~r~st~d in examining is ‘the woman whom I came to 

imilarly, compare the indirect object in the following pair of sentences: 

(93) a -Pq”*& B -px’a-ra (-aa) s-ah -it’ 
the book (to1 it reading (for) I come (Finite) 
‘I came: to read the book.’ 

(942 xa -px’a -tB (-~a) s-aa -2 a-S”q”‘3 

(ta) which reading (for) I having-come 
‘the book I came to read . , . * 

The same is true of the direct object In tht: following: 

(951 2 -ba -ri: (-~5) s-aa -2 a -yW 
of-which seeing (for) I having-come the house 
‘the house I came to see ..,* 

The situatian is quite difkrent when the ‘purpose-conditional’ is used 
to represent the dependent verb. The general pattern here is for a choice to 
exist as to whether the relevant affix within the dependent verb is replaced 
by its relrrtive counterpart or not. However, if the head-noun has its own 
affix within the introductory verb, this naturally disappears in favour of its 
relative counterpart. Otherwise the affix whkh properly refers to the sub- 
ordinate expression as a whole, yields to the appropriate relative form, 
which entails a functional shift in that this relative affix now refers ex- 
clusively to the head-noun, even though the. head-noun has no role to 
play within the immediate syntactic range of the introductory verb which 
would justify its inclusion in the afixal inventory of this verb. We propose 
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to account for this by assuming that, where the ‘purpose-conditional‘ 
occurs, the sentential status of the clause it conveys has not been removed 
in the transformational history of the sentence as a whole. In the for 
of a relative the introductory verb occurs in its participial guise an 
dependent itself upon the head-noun, but unless it contains 
agreement with that head-noun, there is nothing to justify its dep 
upon that head-noun. In other words, the matrix sentence, 
by the introductory or superordinate verb, must itself contain 
of its own dependent status. The fact that some sort of re~~t~ve~ra~~~ 
occurs is, then, not surprising; without it, we may suppose that 
would sound something like the following English monstrosity: ‘*The 

woman I asked John to kill whom/ her is sitting at the table’. The maj 
of the sort of matrix verbs we have been discussing have a vacant a 
slot for a column 1 affix because of the rule stated in note 16; it is, thus, 
not surprising that the raised relative should occupy precisely that slot. 
There does, however, exist a somewhat more pronounced oddness in the 
replacement of the indirect object-affix -n- of the verb d-&h-g&’ ‘he/she 

began it’, even though from a functional point of view this affix correlates 
with the dependent expression just as does the column 1 af3x of verbs 
like : @-la-k/hit ‘she decided if‘, j-a-k*a-l-k’4 ‘she intended it‘, _&- 

q’~/-/-~~‘~-it ’ ’ she did if’, etc. As repaids the dependent verb, one seems it\ 
have the option of relativizing on the relevant affix or not. This is, however, 
not the case when the relative is formed on the postpsGtisnal object, 
where retention of the non-relative affix in the embedded verb was judged 
unacceptable. It is interesting that in this same case there is apparently 
no need to have a relative affix in the introductory verb. This defies the 
hypothesis just advanced. The explanation for this inconsistency may in 
part lie in the fact that, as already remarked upon, the ‘purpose-con- 
ditional’ is in any event less frequent than the structurally simpler con- 
struction using the infinitive. And all the greater will be the infrequency 
of a relative being formed on the post-positional object of such an expres- 
sion. The language is being strained to the limits in such sentences, and 
some inconsistency is perhaps to be expected. 

Gi\ pn, then, that, where the ‘pwrposc-conditional’ fulfils the role of the 
dependent sentence, the introductory verb is usually endowed with a 
relative affix, we may wonder what will happen where the ‘purpose- 
conditional’ is employed in the role of a purpose-clause. The following 
sentences should be compared with those offered above where the in- 
finitive is seen to be so functioning: 
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a -fpq”Y s3 -px”o-rc i!; s-bpda-ram s-a8 -it’ 
4-k I (Cpb) it read for 1 come (finite) 

to read the bock’ 

k 1 came to read . ..’ will be: 

very interesting phenomenon that the matrix verb 
it 8 relative phrase meaning ‘for which (SC. book)‘, 

s our tenet that the matrix verb must itself be 
-noun to which it is being subordinated,2g with the 

cans in literal translation : ‘ *The book for which 
read which/it’. The same choice is also found when 

we relativiae on the direct object of a purpose-clause, as in: 

8) da- s-S&- se ,i/ ja- s-33-rc ii da-s-S-ra-z3 f/ 
her I kit1 whom 
jss-i-ra-s& sa-%- f- aa-z a-pR% 

1 whom=for having-come the-woman 
‘the woman I came to kill ..,’ 

compare also ‘the v nan whom I sent the boy to see . ..’ 

(99) $I- C’P’an d- i- b&-rc /;’ j- i- bA-rc /I d- i- 
the boy her he see whom he her he 
ba- ra-r3 ;:I j- i- ba-ra4 da- z- 2% sa-5 ta-2 a- pFP3s 
see whom he him whom-for I having-sent the woman 

Should the embedded sentence be expressed by the non-finite present, 
then here too the majority of the examples would suggest that the analysis 
hypothesized for the parallel construction with the ‘purpose-conditional’ 
should also be hypothesized in this instance, given the apparent yre- 
ference for having a relative marker in the introductory verb. However, 
it must be recognized that there seems to be a slightly greater freedom in 
not introducing a relative affix into the matrix- Jerb than is the case with 
the ‘purpose-conditional’. which perhaps indicates that the internal 
sentence-boundary is not always preserved in the transformational history 
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of a sentence whose surface-structure contains the embedded clause in the 

form of the non-finite present. If such is the case, then the structure of the 
sentence as a whole will be of the simpler pattern aheady sug 
sentences where the dependent expression is represented by the i~~fi~jt~ve. 
It will be recalled that where the infinitive does occur and a relati 
formed on one of its dependents, the relative afhx always a 
infinitive, Now in all cases where we have the non-finitct g 
for those in which the dependent verb contains a postposi 
the presence of which, as we have seen, complicates the affixal struet 
its verb and often makes the verb more marginally accepta 
priate affix is always relativized, just as happens in the infinitive. 
suggest that this point of similarity with the infinitival co 
together with the greater freedom of not using the relative 
superordinate verb, corresponds to a move away from prcser 
sentence-boundary in the underlying structure (cf. the hyp 
retention of such a boundary-sign for the ‘purpose-conditional”) to havin 
it wiped out transformationally, with the result that a relative afix occurs 
only once in the sentence as a whole, and thar at the point where it is most 
justified (cf. the case of the infinitive)? 

It remains to discuss the use of the pluralizing suffix 4% wi 
especially the relative forms. Of the two pluralizing suflixes fo 
common nouns in Abkhaz 4”~ is used for irrational objects, 44~ for 
rationaL30 But when WC wish to stress the plurality of the abject relati- 
vized, we may add to the verb, immediately behind the root, the sufix 
-k%, regardless of whether the object relativizcd is rational or irrational - 
the relative affixes.i-l-z- cannot, of course, distinguish singular and plural. 
I quote below a variety of examples: 

( 100) Imxnsitil~c Sd~~t 
-mp’ai ti -s 

Farticle) ball 
-ril j3 _ca_k”& 

to-hit who go (plural) 
-2 B -c’k”‘an_ c”a 
(Aorist) (article) boy (plural) 
(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 
‘the boys who went to play ball ..: 

(I 0 1) Tratlsitive Suhjecr 
wi da -z -5 -k% -z a -xWa 
him him who kill (plural) (Aorist) (article) men 

(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘the men who killed him . ..’ 
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Rm) 
wi & -x0@% z 4 48 -k%- 
he (arti&) butter to-whom he give (plural) 
-t a -x&cl 
(As&t) (artIsle men 

( < ‘-IPa-wa) 8 -x&c% 
(article) men 

-$*a -s&-k% a -A%zba-k”a 
~~~v~rb} I do (plural) (article) knife (plural) 

(Present) 
(Non-finite) 
(Non-stative) 

‘the knives with which f do it . ..’ 
~~~~~U~i~~ 

jsz -za -q’a -9c’a-k”o Soar& so0 -up’ 
it whom-&~ @reverb) I do (PI.) you (PI.) you are 
’ Yau arc the ones for whom I am doing it.’ 

2. -IzI s-S -k”s a -XAC0i3 

whose dog 1 kill (plural) (article) men 
‘the men whose dog 1 am killing . ..’ 

In the finite ve bal complexes of Abkhaz confusion between singular and 
plural is only possible when the personal a x of column I is j-, since this 
may refer either to a 3rd person singular irrational object or to a 3rd person 
plural group of either irrational or rational beings. Notwithstanding this, 
-Pa may be added even to a finite verb to emphasize the plurality of any 
affix associated with that verb - in other words, we could not insert 
-k”a into the finite equivalent of (106)=u-x&Pa r-la s-5weit’ ‘I kill the 
men’s dog (P =: their)’ - as may be seen below: 

(IOOa) A-?k”‘an-c”a a-mp’al 8-s-ra ja -ca-k”bit’ 1,’ ja -&it’ 
they they 

‘The boys go to play ball’. 
(101a) a-xWa wi da -r -S-k%it /I da -r -5 _:.’ 

him they him they 
‘The men killed him.’ 
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(102a) wi a-x&cOa &-x”ga r 4 -ta-k”eit’ // r 4 -tcit’ 
to-them he to-them he 

‘He gave butter to the men.’ 
(103a) s-r% -c -ca-k”oit’ // s-r3 -c -coit’ 

them-with them-with 
‘I go with them.’ 

(104a): The normal reading of ja-r~-Ed-q’a-s~~‘a~~~~~t‘ is not ‘1 make it 
with them but ‘I make them (j-) with them ‘. where 4”~ is n~tur~~~~ 
taken with the direct object affix, thereby clearing the ambi 
la-q'a-s-coit ’ ’ I make it/them with them’. If it is already 
context that j- must be singular, then -k”o- will, of course, be understoo 
as the emphatic re-inforcement of -r+, the plural aQFix governed by the 

instrumental element -/a-. 
(105a): Again here we find that -II%- is naturally taken to refer to the 

direct object affix j-, for exampie: 

ja -5” 4 -q’a-s-c’a-k”oit’ 
them you (~1.) -for 
‘I make them for you @I.).* 

(105b): ja-SI’-Zd-q’n-.~-c’oit’ = ’ I make it/them for you (~1.)‘. 
Note finally that in the case of the direct object being singular and the 

indirect object plural the finite verb may contain thr: sufiix -k’u- in rcfcrencc 
to this indirect object: 

(107) sad1 ;i -e’k”‘an@a _ -S”q”‘B r$ -s-tu -k”eit’ 
I (article) (plural) yarticle) book to-them I give (plural/aorist) 
‘ 1 gave the boys a book.’ 

However, the corresponding relative, where the direct object becomes the 
head-noun, is not permitted, since -k”a- in a relative, non-finite herb t~sf 
refer to the plurality of the head-noun, for example: 

(;07a) *LE’k”‘an-c”a ja-r5-s-ta-kna-z a-Pq”‘5 

Notes 

1 According to traditional terminology these verbs are called static verbs. 
* Traditionally termed dynamic verbs. 
3 Other tenses may be formed for stative verbs, but first an additional element has to be 

inserted - the precise function of which is unclear; such an element is -~a-, cf. s-t”‘o-ttp’ 
‘I am sitting’: s-10’~~ ‘I was sitting’: BUT s-to’&s-weir’ ‘1 shall be sitting’. 



* -WJ- is found in the present and imperfect tenses of non-stative verbs, cf. the element 
-o- in the preserrt tense of eon-stative verbs in Q’abardian/E. Circassian, e.g. s-o-k”‘a ‘I am 

rev 1967 : 1%). 

Indehnite is FunctionaEly not a finite form in that it may not alone form a 
nother past tense verb to follow i,t, such that its meaning is akin to ‘I 

‘; S- is the mark of the first person singular, -an- the adverbial 

bms 0s the non-finite Future 1 are not in free variation, cf. (for indirect 
stionsb ~~~-~~-~~ ~~-~-~~~~-~~~-~ ‘I don’t know when 1’11 go’ and (for subordinate tem- 

-M”’ _&q‘ap-S-C’& ‘when I go, I.11 do it’. 
d of 8 series of pnrate actions realized and repeated in the past 
~~~~yk~: W&e h-sn-c&-e ha-&p”Let us go at the time we usually 

tm iin -e which is the basis of the finite negative formation in the perfect 
feet), ef. eg’-sG~-m$&c-r‘ ‘I (SB) have not (m)l _W eaten (fa) anything (eg’)‘. 

ee Lomtatidze (1944: t$1/2). 
*O N.B. that this form has no finite counterpart. 
** Abkhar, Iike Ubykh, avoids forms which woutd involve the incorporation of a fourth 
son (as, for exampte, in the causative form of a tripersonal verb), preferring to 
a astic cxptesstcm. This avoidance of four-person vcI bs is not so typical of 

Cireassim (lhm92il 1975: lf8). 

oa The sister-lam uapz~ Ubykh and Circassian, know only the personal conjugation. 
personal afhx by retrogressive assimilation occurs only with transitive 

, d : s-&m-w&r ’ I sew l , and&z- dzrr-wwPit’ ‘I saw it (is-)‘. In 1st. plural air/ha becomes 

tJ IE- appears where the verb fs tripersonal or contains a preverb. r becomes d when the 
verbal complex contains the causative marker r, e.g. (Lomtatidze 1945): 

ja -d -da 4 -bbit’ 
it them they make see 
‘they show it to them’ 

*ja-r-rs-r-b&~ ’ is impossible, as is *j+r-d+r-bait *, according to my informant. Cf. 
ja-r$ -r -toit’ 
it them they give 
‘they give it to them’ 

which last example shews that tire dissimilation is not phonetically determined. 
t4 An alternative expression for ‘singing’ exists in Abkhaz whereby the noun for ‘song’ 

Wa amalgamates with the verb to form an intransitive compound. This will give the 
fohowing non-finite and finite forms: Mu-Lib j&‘a-h”i, aphjs didjrweit * and aph”>s d-S”ah%it 

*the woman is singing’. 
I6 The verb possesses no personal afix (j+) correlating with LiPa since we have a rule 

which ctates that where the referent of the personal affix j(s)- of columq I ilnmediateb 

precedes the verb, the affix j(a)- either disappears or becomes schwa, cf. a-@ ~-q’o-l~p’~ 
*ja-q’o-up’ ‘The horse i* *. 

l7 The verb ‘to hit l is intransitive, as may be seen from this example: 
Merib d -i -b&it’ a -x&‘a d -za -sB- -z a -pR% 
Merab her he saw the man he whom hit (Non-finite) the woman 
* Merab saw the woman whom the man hit.’ 

cf. 
a -xPc’a a -pii% d -13 -s-it’ 
the-man the-woman he her hit 
‘The man hit the woman’. 
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I8 Neither of these main verbs contains any personal affix referring to diPa. which would 
then subsequently be replaced by the relative particle =z=. The question of the ap~ara~~e of 
the indirect object affix in the role, as it were, of object to the preverb is a complex one and 
requires separate treatment. The form expected here, namelyj=ri=k8=i=c’~it’, is not used in this 
context, but cf. the following sentences: 

a- xzthO ~>j3-k”-i- c’eit’ 

the ‘tone the pillar it un he put 

‘He put the stone on the pillar’ 

but 
_._------- - 

the beam the 1 t 1 t -on hc 

‘He put the beam on the pi 1 Idr’ 

lg No matter what the form of the first part of the sentence, we have the option of re- 
piacing t5e d= of the relative non-finite verb by ja-, which then refers not to Merab but ta 

ja-/r-xa:=‘his/whose head’. In either case we are faced with the problem of deciding exactly 
what is the subject of the main verb - or, in other words, given that the verb ‘to lack’ is 
‘inverted’ with the impersonal ‘it’ functioning as its subject. what is the role being played 
here by ‘ Merab’? If it is dependent on ja-x3 in the meaning ’ Merab’s head’. how can 
tvasq’cik’ be placed where we find it? Indeed, the sequence wi + cipg may be inserted between 
’ Merab’ and wasq’cik’! Such a separation of poa sessor from its &ad-noun is unusual, and 
yet, unless we interpret ‘ Merab’ as possessor to js=.u,i, the sentence is syntactically quite 
unanalysable - at the same time. however, the prcscncc of ~/=~~=/a=&ark-o suggests othrr- 

wise; logically, ja-@-h-px’ah is to be expected. Wirh the variant containing the sequence 
z-XJ j-rig-rr \vn$%m, it is clear that, syntactically, ’ Merab’ ’ 1s subject. And so. logically, we ert- 
pect only~i--gj-Is-ps’an:o; that here too the variant jn-,$=/a=~s’n~~~u is possible (be the sequence 
~‘i + eip$ placed after waayO~-m or before whq’dk’) shews that this sentence illurtratcs a clear 
confusion between syntax and semantics, no matter which expression is employed in the 
meaning ‘he is stupid’. 

‘O As in English, so in Abkhaz we can omit the word for ‘the day‘. This entails no altera- 
tion to the remainder of the Abkhaz sentence, whereas the omission of these \sords in 
English necessitates the substitution of ‘when’ for ‘that‘. 

21 Also possible here is z-$=q’a=s-c’o, where z- = ‘which’ and =:a= = ‘for’ - cf. above for 
-ZJ= used in a benefactive sense. In fact, the word ri-t~sz is very rare in Abkhar, and the 
sentence is more natural if it is omitted altogether, whether we have z,i-q’a-s-c’o or xJ-y‘a- 
s-~‘0. In the following sentence cj-tnzdz may not appear: 

W3 -taa _& wa =bB =r =c a 
your parent (plural) you see (purpose-conditional) it -t- 
-up’ =y”n?i= q’a wa -2 ’ 
is YarGcle) house to you why =iE 
(Present) (Present) 
(Stative) (Non-finite) 
(Finite) (Non-stative) 

(literally) ‘En order to see your parents is why you are going home’. 



ere diverges from the western Abkhaz dialects by dispensing altogether with 
prefix; see Lomtatidre (1944: 132-133), ‘I kill myself’ in Abkhaz is s-c;d-s-5 

weir’- but ~+M--r;t‘ in Abaza, though tomtatidze does note r-p-Fa-r-Puxl’ ‘they (r-) hid 
t~e~se~v~s @%&+I”. Similarly. ‘he took off his cloak’ ;vill be j.+w@‘Q js-So-?-x-it in Abkhaz, 

SQ-i-.~-r’ in Abara. 
in WE& in $WSFi@Y her@2 a-&zx&?aff-ra ‘FQ want’ is a stative verb and therefore 
the affix of okmat I represents the verb’s SUBJECT = the object wanted, 

is the verb’s INDIRECT OBJECT and is represented by the 
of eohtmn It. The EngEish equivalent given beneath this affix appears in 

that is the ~~~~~~ri~te case for the general English translation = ‘I 
n the more Eiternt ‘X is an object of desire to me’. 

ain verb is now transitive, its &ix of column I now correlates with the direct 

1_.‘.4-- y H.-s 
1. %F*Z d‘kza"t.1-Le~" (]<I") (I'.1'S-c'brt.'// (Ja-) "-sj-r-q';r-u'oit' 

2B fb~~pibe: ahc j~~~~~~~~ of the first two elements in these sentences there is no ambiguity 
in the centencccl taken as whotcs. However, by altering the affixal complement of the sub- 
c1rdinare verb to ive: tl-r’-i-ru-rcjj-s-ta.~-rc a-way”3 we produce a sentence that is three ways 

the head-noun may correlate with the subject-, direct object-, or indirect 
e subordinate verb. 

27 Even where there is no overt indirect object expressed, the indirect object affix is always 
present, e.g.: n-k*ti d-ka-ge-ir’ ‘The rain began.’ However, in such cases the infinitive has 
simply been d&ted, and it is always possibie to re-introduce it; here it will be a-u-rci, e.g.: 

a-k”3 
,.--- - 

a-u-r8 'I-S-la-ge-it' 

‘The rain beycin to fall’ --p 

zB The inkdive may be used only if the phrase ‘for me’ is expressed independently of the 
verb. e.g. : sad sk:P I,i-ga-ra ii-4%!a-gr-it’. The direct object must be associated with the 
infanitiv~ by means of the appropriate possessive prefix, which must stand at the beginning 
of the word in which it appears. Now, the possessive prefixes are identical to the affixes of 
column 11, but such at%xes /b/low post-positional phrases +thin the verbal complex, e.g. 
‘She gives it ta him for me’: 

ja- s-2 4 -I -to -it*. 
it me-for to-him she give ’ 

These conflicting requirements in the order of affixes result in the infinitive being excluded 
here, 

2b It must also be mentioned that in place of ss-z-z-ad-, - with its specially inserted relative 
phrase, the simple past participle also seems possible (i.e. s-au-z), although this was judged 
not quite as good. 

3Q Abkhaz generally allows both -c”u and -k”a for the plural of nations: -k”u is not possible 
for ‘the Abkhazians’ - this will be either cipswaa for the Abkhaz nation or tips~(c’a for an 
assemblage of individual Abkhazians, cf. awJb/uu-k”a ‘the Ubykhs’. 
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